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Abstract. A study on the load-deformation behaviour of railway ballast aggregates sub-
jected to cyclic loadings using a combined discrete-continuum modelling approach is 
presented. Discrete ballast particles are simulated in the DEM and the continuum-based 
subgrade is simulated by the FDM. Interface elements are generated to transmit contact 
forces and displacements between the two domains (i.e. discrete and continuum) 
whereby the DEM exchanges contact forces to the FDM, and then the FDM transfers 
the displacement back to the DEM. Distributions of contact forces, coordination num-
ber, stress contours on the subgrade and corresponding number of broken bonds (repre-
senting ballast breakage) are analysed.  
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1   Introduction 

Ballasted railway tracks have an important role in its economy for transporting bulk 
commodities and freight between ports and major cities as well as moving passengers. 
The rapidly increasing demand for faster and heavier passenger and heavy haul transport 
has resulted in an inevitable need for more stable track foundations with lower mainte-
nance costs. Upon repeated passing of trains, ballast grains are degraded and become 
fouled by the progressive storage of external fine particles within the voids (Selig and 
Waters 1994, Abadi et al. 2019, Ishikawa et al. 2011, Powrie et al. 2007, Suiker et al. 
2005). Fouling causes excessive track settlement and decreases the load-bearing capac-
ity of ballast layers due to a reduction in the shear strength and friction angles of granular 
layers (Huang et al. 2009, Indraratna et al. 2017, Le Pen and Powrie 2011). Another 
track problem is where low-lying coastal rail tracks are built on saturated subgrade soils 
(i.e. water content often approaching the liquid limit) and with continual passage of 
trains, excess pore pressures and plastic strains accumulate over time, which then leads 
to an upward ejection of soil slurry to the overlying granular layers (Aursudkij et al. 
2009, Al-Qadi et al. 2010, Chen et al. 2018).  
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2   Combined Discrete-Continuum Modeling  

The DEM was initiated earlier by Cundall and Strack (1979) has been growingly 
adopted for investigating the micro-mechanical behavior of granular aggregates includ-
ing railway ballast (Cui and O'Sullivan 2006, McDowell and Li 2016, Ngo et al. 2017a). 
The DEM enables to insightfully investigate the micromechanical features of ballast 
grains including distributions of contact forces developed among particles, coordination 
numbers, fabric and contact anisotropy where irregularly-shaped ballast grains and par-
ticle breakage can be accurately captured (Tutumluer et al. 2012, Ngo et al. 2014, Jiang 
et al. 2005, Cui et al. 2019, McDowell et al. 2006, among others). Ballast grain is sim-
ulated in DEM where irregular-shaped grains are simulated by bonding of many cylin-
ders together, as illustrated in Figure 1. Micromechanical parameters adopted for ballast 
grains are determined from calibrating the DEM-based shear stress-displacement re-
sponses with those recorded from the laboratory, as given in Table 1. 
In this study, an attempt is used to model real ballast particles where clusters of bonded 
cylinder particles are used to simulate a 2D projection of angular ballast particles, as 
shown in Figure 1a. Cylinders are bonded together using parallel bonds; and they can 
be considered as elastic springs having normal stiffness and shear stiffness, uniformly 
distributed over the contact plane (Fig. 1b). These bonds can carry forces (𝐹 ) and mo-
ment (𝑀 ). A contact force vector can be described as (Itasca 2016): 

𝐹 = 𝐹 + 𝐹                                (1) 

Force increments over a time-step of t are calculated by: 

∆𝐹 = −𝑘 𝐴∆𝑈 𝑛 =  −2𝑘 𝑅𝑡∆𝑈 𝑛                          (2) 

∆𝐹 = −𝑘 𝐴∆𝑈 𝑛 =  −2𝑘 𝑅𝑡∆𝑈 𝑛  (3) 

with,  ∆𝑈 = 𝑉 ∆𝑡  
𝑉  is the shear velocity of particle A relative to particle B at the contact point and is 
calculated as: 

𝑉 = �̇�
[ ]

− �̇�
[ ]

𝑡                           (4) 

 
Moment increment is computed by: 

∆𝑀 = −𝑘 𝐼∆𝜃 = − 𝑘 𝑅 𝑡∆𝜃                            (5) 

with,  ∆𝜃 = 𝜔
[ ]

− 𝜔
[ ]

∆𝑡; 𝑘  and 𝑘 : normal and shear stiffness of the contact 

bond, respectively; ∆𝑈 , ∆𝑈 : normal and shear displacement increments; 𝜔[ , ]: rota-
tional velocity of particles A, B. 
Maximum normal stress (𝜎 ) and shear stress (𝜏 ) are determined by: 
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𝜎 = + 𝑅                        
(6) 

             𝜏 =
𝐹

𝐴
                 

(7) 

 

where, 𝐴 = 2𝑅𝑡;  𝐼 = 𝑅 𝑡 ∶ are the area and inertia moment of bond cross-section, re-

spectively. If either of these stresses, 𝜎 , 𝜏  is greater than its corresponding bond 
strength, the parallel bond breaks and this breaking can represent ballast breakage.  
 

 

Figure 1. (a) Irregularly-shaped ballast grains; (b) Parallel bond. 

 
A series of large scale track process simulation apparatus tests (TPSA) on ballast were 
carried out under axle loads of 25 and 35-tonnes subjected to frequencies of f=15 and 
20 Hz. More details on the testing apparatus and procedure can be found in Navarat-
narajah et al. (2018) and Jayasuriya et al. (2019). The concept of combining the discrete-
continuum approach to simulate a TPSA is illustrated in Figure 2, where the model ge-
ometry is similar to those conducted in the laboratory. 
 
Given the displacement of ballast in the longitudinal direction (i.e., in the direction of 
train moving) is very small  and could be negligible due to large confinement provided 
by concrete sleepers and ballast crib, the current combined discrete-continuum analysis 
(coupled DEM-FDM) is performed in an equivalent plane strain analysis, mimicking 
typical long and straight tracks. Capping (sub-ballast) and subgrade layers are simulated 
by the continuum approach using the finite difference method (FDM). Interaction be-
tween the discrete ballast grains and continuum capping subgrade are facilitated by in-
terface elements generated at the boundary between DEM and FDM zones, as illustrated 
in Figure 2 (Ngo et al. 2017b). Principally, the DEM transfers forces and moments to 
the FDM, and then the FDM transfers displacement back to the DEM domain via inter-
face elements 
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4   Results and Discussion 

Vertical and lateral displacements of ballast are measured during cyclic tests at a given 
number of load cycle (N). Due to the brevity of this paper, detailed laboratory test results 
can be found elsewhere (e.g. Indraratna et al. 2013, Jayasuriya et al. 2019, Navaratnara-
jah et al. 2018); and some of those data are used to calibrate the current DEM analysis. 
Laboratory test results show that increased axle loads and frequencies result in an in-
crease in ballast vertical settlement and lateral spreading, as expected. Measured test 
data show that increased axle load from 25-tonne to 35-tonne leads to an increase 29% 
in settlement and around 9% in lateral displacement of ballast; while increased fre-
quency f to 20 Hz results in an increase 19% and 14% for settlement and horizontal 
displacement, respectively. In addition, ballast breakage is quantified after each test us-
ing BBI (Ballast Breakage Index); and the measured BBI was found to increase from 
0.26 to 0.28 when the axle load increase from 25-tonne to 35-tonne. 
 

Table 1 Micromechanical parameters of ballast and USP adopted for DEM simulation 

Micro-mechanical parameters used for ballast Values 
Particle density (kg/m3) 
Coefficient of friction 
Normal stiffness, kn (N/m) 
Shear stiffness, ks (N/m) 
Normal stiffness of wall-particle,  kn-wall (N/m) 
Shear stiffness of wall of wall-particle, ks-wall (N/m) 
Damping coefficient 
Parallel bond radius multiplier, rp 
Parallel bond normal stiffness, knp (kPa/m) 
Parallel bond shears stiffness, ksp (kPa/m) 
Parallel bond normal strength, np (MPa) 
Parallel bond shear strength, sp (MPa) 

2500 
0.85 
4.84×108  
0.968×107  
8.0×109 
4.0×109 
0.7 
0.5 
8.68 ×108   
4.34 ×108  
856 
428 

 

 

Figure 2. Combined discrete-continuum model for simulating the TPSA 
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Figure 3 illustrates snapshots of the evolution of bond breakage at varying number of 
cyclic loads of N=1000 and N=10, 000 cycles, f=15 Hz. The amount of breaking bond 
and locations of bond breakages are presented in Figures 3a-d. It is seen that an increase 
in loading, within the first N=1,000 cycles, lots of the bond breakage occur right beneath 
the sleeper due to high contact forces, as snapshot in the Figures 3a, 3c. An increase in 
axle loads leads to an increase in the breakage bonds (Figs. 3b, 3d) and the rearranging 
of broken bonds (i.e. ballast get compacted and restrained from further displacements); 
and this finding agrees with recent laboratory measurement by Sun et al (2019).  
 

 
Figure 3. Breaking bonds: (a)-(b): 25-tonne axle load; and (c)-(d): 35-tonne axle load 

 

The shear stress-strain behaviour of granular materials is considered a reflection of its 
microscopic responses, which is related to coordination number (Cn) (average number 
of contacts per particle) and the distribution of contacts. Figure 4 shows how the pre-
dicted Cn changes when subjected to the application of 25 and 35-tonne axle loads,  f=15, 
20 Hz. It is predicted that Cn increases initially as the loading cycles increase, followed 
by a slight reduction towards the end of the simulation. The reduction of Cn may be 
related to the lateral displacements of the sample and particle breakage. 
  

 
Figure 4. Evolutions of Cn with increased N: (a) 25-tonne axle load; (b) 35-tonne axle load 
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Figure 5 illustrates the evolutions of contact force distribution in DEM zone and vertical 
stress contours (FDM zone) at different load cycles of N=1,000 and 10,000 cycles, sub-
jected to 25-tonne (Fig. 5a-b) and 35-tonne axle load (Fig. 5c-d),  f=15 Hz. Contact force 
distributions are plotted at contact points having a thickness proportional to the magni-
tude of the forces. It is seen that contact forces are distributed non-uniformly, where the 
maximum contact forces (Fmax), number of contact force (Nc-force) and maximum vertical 
stresses (σyy-max) change with increased N where there is an increased Nc-force and higher 
Fmax, as the ballast gets compacted further and become densified to support the load. An 
increase in axle loads results in increased Fmax while increased Nc-force, as expected; and 
this could lead to increased particle breakage, as observed earlier.  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Contact force distribution in DEM region  and vertical compressive stress contour on sub-
grade, subjected to a cyclic axle load of 25 and 35-tonne 
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8   Conclusions 

A coupled discrete-continuum analysis has been carried out to evaluate the breakage of 
railway ballast when subjected to cyclic train loading in the present study. Four tests 
were conducted subjected to axle load of 25-tonne and 35-tonne under varying cyclic 
loading frequencies, f =15 and 20 Hz and test data was used to calibrate and validate the 
combined DEM-FDM model. The coupling model was then used to predict the number 
of broken bonds (i.e. representing breakage) and it demonstrated that the broken bonds 
increased with increased axle loads and frequency. Distributions of contact forces, co-
ordination number (Cn) and orientation of contact were also examined; and they showed 
that the contact forces distributed non-uniformly across the ballast assembly where the 
maximum contact forces, Fmax and Cn increased with increased axle loads. Results ob-
tained from this study could provide more insightful micro-mechanical measurements 
and contact forces distributed across ballast aggregates. 
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